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Abstract

We present a new 3D surface modeling method that enables a rapid creation and modification of globally smooth
surfaces from curve networks. The key feature of the proposed method is that it assumes the sketched curve net-
works to be malleable rather than rigid, thus enabling a mediation between curve interpolation versus surface
smoothness. In the first step, the user sketches a network topology in the form of cubic feature edges. The curve
network serves as an initial control mesh, from which a subdivision surface is computed. The subdivision surface
is then iteratively modified to make the limit surface interpolate the original curve network at an arbitrary number
of points, while minimizing the curvature variation energy of the surface. For networks in which this forced inter-
polation causes undesirable distortions to the surface, the network is automatically adjusted to make it conform
to a smoothed version of the surface. This approach enables a concurrent modeling of the curve network and the
underlying surface, thus eliminating the need for a laborious, iterative adjustment of the curve network for smooth
surface creation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computer Geometry and
Object Modeling—Modeling packages, I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—Interaction
techniques

1. Introduction

A variety of sketch-based interfaces systems have been
developed over the years for geometric modeling appli-
cations in computer graphics and computer aided design
[OSSJ09, JS11]. Particularly in free-form surface model-
ing, many such systems seek a fast transformation from
2D to 3D through simple object instantiation, followed by
an iterative modification of the geometry with pen strokes
[NISA07, TZF04, SWSJ06, KH06, DAJ03]. Alternatively, a
number of systems have been proposed that involve primi-
tive sketching, followed by gestural interactions that imple-
ment common CAD operations [OSSJ09]. A common fea-
ture in both approaches is that the sketched strokes are used
either to define an initial starting shape such as a contour or
silhouette, or to progressively modify an existing shape.

In this work we describe a surface modeling approach
that works from 3D networks of curves that are progres-
sively sketched from arbitrary perspective views. Compared
to previous approaches, this approach allows users to sketch

the characteristic feature curves of their design, similar to
the way product designers explore shape ideas with pen-
cil and paper sketches [ES07]. This provides more latitude
in the types of models that can be created, as the input
strokes are not required to form contours or silhouette lines
to be converted into 3D primitives. From a user interaction
stand point, our approach is closely related to ILoveSketch
[BBS08] in which 3D wireframe models are constructed
with 2D strokes. The key advance is that our approach al-
lows smooth surface construction on wireframes that can be
interactively visualized, progressively developed, and edited
using the sketch input.

Figure 1 shows a typical usage of our system. Users sketch
wireframe models with arbitrary topologies and the sys-
tem produces interpolating surfaces. The proposed approach
seeks to achieve two specific goals: (1) Users create and in-
teract with the model solely through the sketched curve net-
work, (2) Computed surfaces are to be at least G1 continuous
but G2 wherever possible, without topology limitations.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f )

Figure 1: Usage of our system. Curve network construction followed by surfacing, curve topology modification, surface updat-
ing, curve editing, and final surface creation.

2. Overview

A key challenge is the generation of a smooth surface given
an arbitrary curve network. For a curve network to repre-
sent a smooth and continuous surface, its constituent curves
need to satisfy certain geometric constraints. For instance,
all curves must be tangent to the underlying surface, which
requires incident curves to share a common surface normal
at their junctions [HPS10]. Such constraints are not readily
satisfied. Figure 2 illustrates a case in which the three con-
necting curves do not form a common surface normal. Such
situations occur frequently in sketch-based interfaces as it is
difficult to configure the curves to share a common surface
normal in the absence of an underlying surface.

Three immediate possibilities exist to remedy this issue:

• An interpolating surface (possibly parametric) can be in-
stantiated, requiring explicit normal and twist control at
the junctions for smoothness (Figure 2.b).
• A high-poly mesh can be used to represent the surface.

While flexible, this representation may require energy
functionals to be minimized on the whole mesh, and the
mesh topology may have to be recalculated after each
stroke [OSSJ09].
• Subdivision surfaces can be created that are naturally

smooth. However, these surfaces may lie significantly far
from the curve network, thus creating a discrepancy be-
tween the feature edges and the resulting surfaces (Figure
2.c and d).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) A curve network which does not result in a
smooth surface. (b) Interpolating Cubic Coons patches do
not generate smooth transitions across the patches. (c) and
(d) A subdivision surface is smooth, but does not interpolate
the curve network.

In this work, we seek a solution that is a variation of the

third possibility, where we exploit the smooth limit surfaces
of the Catmull-Clark subdivision scheme [CC78]. Specifi-
cally, we use the sketched curve network to generate a set of
bicubic patches that are used for computing an initial control
mesh for subdivision. The resulting limit surface typically
lies far away from the curves. As a solution, we propose an
iterative update scheme that allows the subdivision surface to
interpolate the curve network at a desired number of points
along each edge. During this process, a curvature variation
minimizing energy functional is applied to the coarsest-level
control mesh, thereby producing a globally smooth surface.
The resulting surface is G2 continuous across the ordinary
(4-valence) vertices of the sketched network, and G1 other-
wise.

We also provide a means for geometric negotiation be-
tween the curve network and the resulting surface. Rather
than treating the input network as a rigid curve set, we al-
low the network to conform to the underlying surface when
desired. We have found this capability to be useful in situ-
ations where the computed surface has undesirable artifacts
that arise from the network geometry. In such situations, the
user can interactively relax the surface energy, which simul-
taneously adjusts the curves with the surface. Figure 11 il-
lustrates the idea and will be discussed later.

3. Related Work
A large body of sketch-based 3D modeling techniques have
been presented to date. [OSSJ09, JS11] provide surveys
of many methods. Closely related to our work are the
sketch-based blob creation and modification methods, as
well as mesh editing methods [NISA07, TZF04, SWSJ06,
NSACO07]. Fibermesh [NISA07], for instance, produces
a curvature minimizing closed mesh that interpolates user-
drawn contour and edge curves. Typically, the first stroke
is a closed curve that initiates a blob that is later used as a
template that receives the subsequent control curves. With
each new curve, the mesh structure is updated and a non-
linear system of vertex coordinates is solved to produce
the surface shape. This approach is well-suited to creating
voluminous organic shapes where sketched curves repre-
sent circumscribing contours, blobby features, and the sharp
or soft borders between different surface features. Our ap-
proach shares a similar goal of energy minimizing sur-
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faces [MS92, WW94, YFSH99]. However, we utilize subdi-
vision surfaces where the sketched curves loosely represent
a coarse-level control mesh. We believe our approach is bet-
ter suited to the kinds of geometries encountered in product
design.

Works of Nasri et al. [NKS09] and Bein et al. [BHSF09]
are also of interest to our approach. Nasri et al. [NKS09]
uses polygonal complexes to create models that have user-
defined outer contours, followed by subdivision for surfac-
ing. However, the produced geometries are limited to flat in-
flated models. Bein et al. [BHSF09] present sketch-based
tools for creating subdivision surfaces using operators such
as extrusion and revolution. The modifications to the models
are done through vertex/edge additions and vertex/face drag-
ging. Although a useful tool, this method only utilizes sketch
input to draw shapes on prescribed construction planes. The
proposed work, however, uses sketch input for direct 3D
curve design and for curve-level interaction with the created
surfaces.

Also related to our approach, previous works include
methods for free-from surfacing of curve networks. Levin
[Lev99] proposed a combined subdivision scheme to inter-
polate networks of curves given that no more that curves in-
tersect at one point. This constraint limits the input curve
networks to specific topologies that can be interpolated.
Schaefer et al. [SWZ04] proposed a modified subdivision
scheme for interpolation networks of polylines which con-
verge to cubic bsplines on the limit surface. Although ca-
pable of producing smooth and creased surfaces, the pro-
duced surface patches are manually defined by the user. Das
et al. [DDGG05] developed a free-form surfacing method
that works from 2D sketches of network of curves. The re-
sulting surface meshes interpolate the estimated 3D curves,
however, they are not suitable to efficiently produce G2 ge-
ometries. In contrast, the proposed work aims for a fluid
design environment where the sketched curve networks are
quickly and automatically skinned with smooth surfaces.

Kara and Shimada’s SketchCAD system [KS07] uses
template surfaces to project input strokes and instantiate 3D
curves. Each surface patch is created independently, requir-
ing the user to manually establish geometric continuities
higher than G0. In contrast, the proposed work does not re-
quire a template surface as it is capable of directly creating
curves in 3D space. The geometric continuity across neigh-
boring patches is established automatically as an inherent
property of the subdivision surfaces. In addition, the mesh
complexity of the resulting limit surfaces can be efficiently
computed at any resolution using parametric approximations
of subdivision surfaces [LS08].

Bae et al. ’s ILoveSketch [BBS08] presents a template-
free, curve modeling system that allows symmetric 3D mod-
els to be constructed from arbitrary viewpoints with 2D
strokes. In our approach, we use the single view epipolar
sketching method for network construction, but later create
subdivision surfaces on the network. Also, our sketch-based

curve editing method allows individual curves to be modified
arbitrarily, thus allowing construction of non-symmetrical
final models. Of similar interest is the analytic sketching
method proposed by Schmidt et al. [SKSK09] where con-
struction lines and planes are sketched exploiting the van-
ishing points specified by the user. While we do not use it
in this work, the analytic drawing can be used for 3D curve
network construction.

4. Technical Details

In this section, we describe the three major components of
our system: (1) 3D curve design, (2) Automatic loop iden-
tification and surface patch creation, (3) Surface and curve
network updating to adjust interpolation/smoothness.

4.1. 3D Curve Design

As reviewed earlier, previous studies have introduced a num-
ber of 3D curve creation techniques using pen input. A re-
cent work [BBS08] compiled a number of methods in a sys-
tem and demonstrated the fluidity of the curve design pro-
cess. In this work, we use a subset of these methods to instan-
tiate and modify the curve networks. Specifically, our system
uses the single-view symmetric epipolar method to create the
initial curves. This process is at the heart of the curve-level
interaction between the user and our system. Once created,
each curve can be individually modified in space by over-
sketching.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) The user draws symmetric curve pairs. A least
squares solution situates the two curves in space. (b,c) The
created curves from different view points.

The interface of our system shows a horizontal and a per-
pendicular plane demarcated with Cartesian axes. The ver-
tical plane is assumed to be the symmetry plane. The user
sketches a pair of curves that will be symmetrically oriented
across the symmetry plane (Fig. 3). The 3D positions of
the curves are then calculated using the symmetric epipo-
lar method. Once created, existing curves can be modified
by sketch input. In this mode, the user selects a curve and
draws its new shape from any desired view point (Fig. 4).
The new shape of the 3D curve is computed such that the
curve goes through minimum amount of deformation. The
curve network is then trimmed to form closed loops by at-
taching the curves at their end joints with a lasso tool. This
results in the closed curve networks similar to those shown
in Fig. 1.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) Similar to curve creation, the user sketches a
modifying curve. (b,c) The modified curve from different view
points. In this example, the user chooses not to preserve the
symmetry during modification.

4.2. Automatic Loop Identification for Surfacing

The individual surface patches are automatically computed
from the curve network similar to [SL96]. However, to fa-
cilitate efficient search for candidate loops, we use exist-
ing graph matching methods. For this, the curve connectiv-
ity stored in the joint data structure is used to encode the
curve network as an undirected graph. A graph matching
algorithm is then used to automatically identify all candi-
date curve loops that may form a surface patch. The curve
loops that invalidate the 2-manifold structure are iteratively
eliminated until no such loop exists. The remaining loops
are then used to construct the surface patches which sub-
sequently facilitate subdivision. Our techniques, which are
described in the following paragraphs, are currently imple-
mented for four-sided loops only. However, these techniques
are general enough to be easily extended to n-sided loops.

4.2.1. Graph Representation of Curve Networks

In the graph representation, we encode both the curves and
the joints formed by these curves as graph nodes. The main
reason behind this encoding is that with this representation,
the joints that are connected to one another through multi-
ple curves can be properly distinguished, which would not
be possible with a simpler encoding (e.g. where nodes and
edges denote joints and curves, respectively). An example
encoding is shown in Fig 5.b where the joints and curve
nodes are shown with hollow and solid circles, respectively.
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Figure 5: (a) The curve network converted into (b) a graph
structure where hollow and solid nodes denote curves and
joints respectively. Four-sided loops (in red) are identified
using graph matching. (c) The number of adjacent loops is
used to eliminate the loops that invalidate the 2-manifold
structure.

4.2.2. Graph Matching for Loop Search for Surfacing

We use subgraph isomorphism to identify the salient four-
sided curve loops in the curve network. We define the graph
matching problem by creating a small graph representing a
four-sided loop. This query graph is then searched topolog-
ically within the curve network graph. This query yields all
candidate loops including multiple copies of the same curve
loop due to the rotational symmetry of the four-sided curve
loop. That is, for the curve loop A-B-C-D, loops B-C-D-A
and D-C-B-A also appear as different matches. Before pro-
ceeding, our system removes such duplicates.

In many cases, there exists a number of loops which in-
validate the 2-manifold property of the resulting surface.
Eliminating these loops requires an analysis of the possible
edges where the 2-manifold structure is violated. Our sys-
tem identifies such edges by counting the number of loops
which share the same edge (an example counting is shown in
Fig. 5.c). Starting from the loop that has the highest number
of offending edges, our system iteratively distills the initial
set of candidates until no such loop exists in the set.

(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) The control points of a bicubic Coons patch
computed from the curve network. (b) A initial control mesh
for subdivision is computed by sampling points from the
Coons patch. Note that the control mesh initially interpo-
lates the curve network.

The resulting four-sided curve loops are next converted
to subdivision surface patches. We begin by fitting bicubic
Bezier Coons patches [Coo67] on each curve loop. We then
sample points on the parametric surface to initiate the control
vertices for the coarsest level subdivision patch. The sides
of each patch are divided into a user specified number of
control polygon edges.

4.3. Surface and Curve Network Updating

4.3.1. Subdivision Limit Surface Analysis
Catmull-Clark subdivision surfaces are generalization of bi-
cubic bspline surfaces to arbitrary topologies, thus has sim-
ilar properties. Although they produce smooth, G2 contin-
uous (G1 at extraordinary vertices †) surfaces, they do not

† The vertices where the quad mesh is not regular, that is, number
of incident edges is not equal to 4.
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Figure 7: The Catmull-Clark masks for (a) limit positions
and (b) limit tangents along an edge shown in bold.

necessarily interpolate the vertices of their control meshes.
Halstead et al. [HKD93] presented a detailed analysis on the
geometric properties of Catmull-Clark limit surfaces. They
also presented vertex weight masks to be used for calculating
limit surface positions and tangents at locations correspond-
ing to the control mesh vertices at the coarsest level. Figure 7
shows these weight masks for computing the limit position
at a vertex, and the limit tangent in the vicinity of a vertex
along an edge. α and β used for limit tangent calculation are
defined as follows:

αi = cos
(

2πi
n

)
(1)

βi =


√

4+ cos( π

n )2− cos( π

n )

4

cos
(

2πi+π

n

)
(2)

where n is the valence of the vertex in question. For the
limit position mask to yield the correct position, it weights
should be normalized to sum up to 1. These numbers define
the weighting scheme in the one-ring neighborhood of a ver-
tex. For instance, the limit position of a vertex is calculated
as the weighted average of the positions of that vertex and
the vertices in its one-ring neighborhood. Likewise, the limit
tangent mask is oriented and applied to the one-ring neigh-
bors. In the following sections, we heavily make use of both
of the limit positions and limit tangents.

4.3.2. Iterative Surface Interpolation and Minimization
of Curvature Variation

As described earlier, designing a globally smooth surface
which interpolates a given curve network is not trivial. One
difficulty lies in the fact that not all curve networks are read-
ily interpolated by a smooth surface. The other difficulty is
that the geometry of the regions far from the curves are, by
definition, initially undetermined. In this step, we iteratively
update the coarsest level vertices of the subdivision surface
control mesh such that its limit surface interpolates the curve
network at a set of prescribed points, while it approximates
elsewhere. At the same time, the variation of curvature on
the control mesh is minimized for the interior regions.

Limit position

Control mesh point

Point on curve

q
lim

q
ctrl

q
crv

Figure 8: The subdivision surface is iteratively updated to
draw the limit surface onto the curve network.

As shown in Fig. 6, the vertices of the control mesh cor-
responding to the curve network initially lie precisely on
the network (since Coons patches interpolate their edges).
The limit surface, however, is typically farther away from
the control mesh. Hence, the goal is to adjust the control
mesh such that the limit surface moves closer to the curve
network. For an initial control mesh consisting of N edges
per sketched curve (the user can control this number), vertex
n (n = 0,1...N) of the control mesh is linked with the posi-
tion on the sketched curve corresponding to the parametric
coordinate of un = n/N. For every control mesh vertex, the
corresponding limit surface position is also known from the
Catmull Clark masks described earlier. The difference be-
tween the limit positions of the vertices and the curve net-
work is thus iteratively minimized by updating the control
polygon vertices as follows:

~q t+1
ctrl =~q t

ctrl +λ(~qcrv−~q t
limit) (3)

where~q t+1
ctrl is the updated position of the control vertex,~qcrv

is the position on the curve at the corresponding parameteric
coordinate, and ~q t

limit is the limit position of the control ver-
tex ~q t

ctrl . λ is a damping factor between [0,1] used during
iterative updating. In our implementations, we used 0.5 for
λ.

nj

vj

ni

vi

Limit position

Limit normal

Figure 9: Limit positions and normals around the one-ring
neighborhood of vertex i as used in the V-spring formulation.

The above update rule applies to the control mesh ver-
tices associated with the network curves. Mesh vertices for
the interior regions, on the other hand, are left free. To ob-
tain smooth final surfaces, we apply a V-spring smooth-
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(b)(a)

Figure 10: (a) Control mesh vertices initially lie on the
curve network but the limit surface lies far away. (b) The
result of iterative update of the limit surface.

ing scheme [YFSH99] to these interior vertices. Unlike
thin-plate energy minimization approaches(also used in
[HKD93]), V-spring scheme is known to minimize the vari-
ation of curvature, and requires the knowledge of both the
position and normal of a vertex. In our approach, we use the
position and normal vectors of the limit surface vertices to
compute a displacement vector:

4~v V spring
i =

1
n

n

∑
j=1

1
‖~v j−~vi‖

[
(~v j−~vi) · (~n j +~ni)

1+(~n j ·~ni))

]
~n j

+
[
4~v Laplace

i − (4~v Laplace
i ·~ni)

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

regularization

(4)

where ~ni and ~n j are the unit normal vectors of vertices i
and j respectively. The regularization term aims to distribute
the vertices uniformly through small adjustments in the tan-
gent plane. We apply this vector to the corresponding control
mesh vertex. This approximate V-spring smoothing (com-
puting displacement from the limit surface but applying it to
the control mesh) works in practice as the limit surface po-
sitions are computed as a linear combination of the control
mesh vertices.

The two control mesh update rules - curve network inter-
polation and V-spring - are simultaneously applied. The bal-
ance between the interpolation accuracy and overall surface
smoothness is controlled by λ in Eqn. 3. Figure 10 shows
the resulting control mesh and limit surface after the iter-
ative modification. Note that the limit surface interpolates
the curve network at points determined by the initial resolu-
tion of the control mesh. For curve network interpolation, a
least squares formulation proposed by [HKD93] could also
be used. However, our approach allows both interpolation
and V-spring forces to be handled similarly, thus making the
update rule simpler to implement.

4.3.3. Curve Network Updating

When curve interpolation is heavily favored, the above pro-
cesses may result in surfaces that exhibit undesirable ar-

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 11: (a) Original curve network results in artifacts in
the limit surface. (b) The surface is smoothed independently
from the curve network. (c) The curve network is adjusted to
match the underlying surface.

tifacts. In such situations, the underlying surface can be
brought to a desirable smoothness, and the network can be
adjusted to conform to the surface. For this, the user selects
a set of curves for adjustment. These curves are recalculated
to approximate the limit positions of the associated vertices
through cubic curve fitting. An example is shown Fig. 11.

5. Results and Discussions

We implemented the proposed method in C++ using Qt
development environment for interfacing, and OpenGL for
graphics. A Wacom Intuos tablet is used for sketch input. For
efficient rendering of subdivision surfaces, the approximate
Catmull-Clark formulation by Loop and Schaefer [LS08] is
used. On a dual core laptop computer with 3 GB of RAM
and NVidia Quattro graphics card, the typical operations are
at interactive speeds. The examples shown throughout the
paper took from 2 to 14 minutes to construct by one of the
authors.

Figure 12 illustrates the typical modeling process on a
telephone handset. First, a simple box is constructed by
sketching symmetric curves and then surfaced (Fig. 12a).
The curves are then modified to achieve the c-bend of the
handset and the surface is updated to match the changes
(Fig. 12b). The curve network is further developed with ad-
ditional curves and simultaneously surfaced (Fig. 12c). After
further additions and modifications (Fig. 12d), the surface is
smoothed to a desired level (Fig. 12e). The curves are then
adjusted to match the desired final surface (Fig. 12 bottom
row). This example took 6 minutes to construct. Figure 13
shows other examples. The human torso consists of 75 indi-
vidual curves and took 14 minutes to complete.

Currently, our approach is designed for four sided loops
only. However, automatic loop identification can be trivially
extended to lower or higher n-gons without any change. For
initial control mesh calculation, however, we will incorpo-
rate more general techniques similar to those proposed by
Kuriyama [Kur94]. Additionally, while we have designed
our surfaces to be smooth everywhere, we recognize cer-
tain applications may require sharp edge generations. For
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this, we will extend our subdivision models to incorporate
the conventional crease formulations suggested for Catmull
Clark surfaces.

Our surface modeling approach requires the creation of
closed loops. Hence, curves that do not meet with other
curves are currently not processed by our system. Note that
this capability is readily supported in polygonal-based ap-
proaches such as Fibermesh [NISA07]. We seek to extend
our approach to such configurations using conventional con-
trol meshes, but developing an advanced association method
between the sketched curves and the control mesh.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we describe a new sketch-based 3D modeling
system that enables the user to rapidly design smooth sur-
faces using sketched curve networks. The user draws a 3D
curve network which is automatically patched with smooth
subdivision surfaces. The resulting surfaces can be further
adjusted by modifying the underlying curve network. The
curve-level interaction with the designed surfaces takes ad-
vantage of the stroke-based input. We demonstrated the sys-
tem with examples exhibiting different topologies. Our cur-
rent experiments have indicated that the proposed work can
be a suitable approach to geometries commonly encountered
in industrial product design.
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